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BLACKSTONE AND THE RENDEZVOUS WITH DEATHBLACKSTONE AND THE RENDEZVOUS WITH DEATH

The body of a young man fished out of the Thames is of little interest to Londoners caught up in the excitement of

Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations. 

Yet to Inspector Sam Blackstone, the case is as puzzling as any he has ever come across. 

As his investigation proceeds, Blackstone finds himself entering the world of the aristocracy and tramping the

dangerous streets of London's Little Russia—where English law and order are not welcome…

BLACKSTONE AND THE GREAT GAMEBLACKSTONE AND THE GREAT GAME

A series of kidnappings seemed like straightforward, run-of-the-mill crimes at first, but Inspector Sam Blackstone

soon realizes they are anything but. 

This gang is so ruthless that it shocks even the hardened London criminal underworld.
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Blackstone soon finds himself caught up in a game of cat and mouse, frantically trying to pin down the loose threads

and find the lost prince before it’s too late…

BLACKSTONE AND THE HOUSE OF SECRETSBLACKSTONE AND THE HOUSE OF SECRETS

The theft of the fabulous Faberge golden egg from a Russian country estate goes far beyond the bounds of mere

robbery. 

The victim is the Prince of Wales, the egg itself a gift from the Russian Tsar — and if the Tsar takes offence at the

Prince's carelessness in losing it, the delicate balance of power in Europe could be destroyed for ever.

Yet if Blackstone is investigating a simple robbery, why is there an attempt on his life the moment he sets foot in

Russia? Is this priceless egg masking a deeper, darker secret…? 

Praise for Sally SpencerPraise for Sally Spencer

“Spencer's finest hour: a tightly plotted puzzler with surprises at every turn” – Kirkus ReviewsKirkus Reviews 

“Spencer is an accomplished craftsman who serves up a good puzzle and deftly solves it with intelligence and

insight” – Publishers Weekly Publishers Weekly 

“Vivid characters, a dazzling plot, authentic period details, and plenty of surprising twists make this latest effort by

Sally Spencer an outstanding choice for historical mystery fans” – Booklist Booklist 

“This new series from the author of the Chief Inspector Woodend novels features a nicely captured Victorian ethos,

solid prose, and winning subplot diversions. Anne Perry fans and devotees of Victorian-era mysteries will enjoy this

new historical.” – Library Journal Library Journal 

Sally SpencerSally Spencer worked as a teacher both in England and Iran - where she witnessed the fall of the Shah. She now writes

full time.
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